NEW WEBSITE

Training in Scientific Writing and Publishing
Delivered by Nature Research journal editors, researchers learn how to
publish in top science journals.

masterclasses.nature.com

ONLINE TRAINING

ONLINE TRAINING

Our online course takes researchers through the entire publishing process, from writing a paper to publication.

3-PART COURSE, 15 MODULES, ~11 HOURS LEARNING TIME
Writing your paper

Submitting your paper

Writing and publishing a review paper

What Makes a Great Paper

Authorship and Authors’ Responsibilities

Writing and Publishing a Review Paper

What top tier journal editors look for in a paper

The contributing criteria for authorship and
the responsibilities of an author

Tips on writing an objective and balanced
review paper

Elements of Writing Style

Selecting a Journal for Publication

The golden rules of writing and structuring
the text in your paper

Which criteria to consider when choosing
a journal to submit to

Titles and Abstracts

Submitting Your Paper

How to coax your target audience from
the title to the paper itself

Submission procedures, making a case
to editors, and cover letter tips

From Introduction to Conclusion

Understanding Peer Review

A section-by-section guide to making the
most of the main text

An overview of peer review, writing rebuttal
letters and how to be a good reviewer yourself

Data Management

Journal Decisions

How to collect and manage your data, and
what to look for when storing and publishing it

Guidelines to follow after a paper is accepted
or requires revision, and dealing with rejection

Data Presentation

The Editorial Process

How to design clear and informative
figures and tables

An overview of editorial processes at
top tier journals
Measuring Impact
An overview of research metrics for
research and researchers
Plagiarism and Other Ethical Issues
Why misconduct happens, what it looks like
and what to do about it

ONLINE TRAINING

EDITORS FROM THE NATURE RESEARCH JOURNALS

The course is delivered by over
30 editors from over 20 Nature
Research journals.

Researchers can watch over 170 videos
with the editors, giving them a first-hand
insight into publishing at top-tier journals.

Plus, all the course content has been
peer-reviewed by Nature Research
journal editors.

“It is particularly useful to get some insight from the editors themselves
about their favorite papers and why.”
HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL

ONLINE LEARNING DESIGN
Designed for busy researchers

Interactive

Certificates

Researchers can choose their own
learning path – whether that is working
through the course in order, or dipping
in and out of modules.

‘Activities’, such as multiple-choice
questions and pairing games,
encourage engagement and
critical thinking.

Each of the three course-parts offers a
certificate-of-completion.

The course is delivered in 3 parts so
content is easy to find.

Every video includes English language
captions and transcripts.

The individual bitesize lessons allow
researchers to learn in 10 minutes and
fit the course around their work.

